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I am the woman watching the television.

I’ve checked the doors and windows twice,

they’re bolted.

I don’t know how minds and media work

but I know personal is political.

I am the woman who writes.

I don’t have anything significant to contribute

to a language they do understand,

I have so much more to say

In a language they scoff upon.

People forget that language is as much my choice

as my breakfast.

I am the woman who was called ‘woman’

for the first time today.

New wayfarer to crimson roads

and naked trees.

My hands, swollen like the saccharine sweets.

I am the woman who doesn’t wear a saree

and refuses to take a name.

I eavesdrop on dishonest people

through thin, honest walls.

I am the woman in the photograph,

my name is just an extension to his name,

my ambiguity a migraine.

My love is an agenda.

I am everything wrong

And everything right about my brain.

I am my neighbor and my friend:

lousy and loud.

A hundred in number.

I am stuck in silk threads

and ruffled blue in India ink.

I am sixty three people

and one fluttering heart,

tinkling on the insides of a bell jar.

I don’t know my name.

They insist on making me

a product of a three syllabled

blame

Call me the lonely, loveless

woman,

An uninvited stranger on a

road unknown.

I am you and I am me.

Do you know who I am?

My joy? My love?

My regret? My blood?

My sorrow? My laugh?

What am I but a question

mark?

I am the woman In the

painting.

Wet your brush in the

salty waters

and pick the silky

merlot,

to fill in the nape of

my neck.

You won’t see them 

on my skin,

Neither will my

 bruises speak for

themselves,

But they grow 

on me like love does.

Blind to the eye.

SELVES OF DISSENT 
by Aamna Siddiqui











Remember?
by Ambica Sharma

Remember when we were little,

How we pretended the floor was molten lava?

Jumping from bed to bed,

Across the divide,

Lest we put a foot, 

In the molten lava,

And be burned alive?

 

And outdoors,

Stepping carefully,

From paving stone to paving stone,

Avoiding each and every crack,

Lest we break our mother’s back?

 

Now once more,

We look to the floor;

Observing the line,

Watching the signs!

Don’t step over,

Stay well back

Behind the line,

Like every crack.

 

The streets are empty now,

Apart from those shopping,

Or out for their daily jog.

Children kept close to their parents,

From the man just walking his dog!

 

No football in the car park;

No hopscotch grids, and no street art.

The only lines drawn on the pavement,

Have been set six feet apart.

 

Busy rush-hour traffic,

Replaced by the occasional car.

Neither friends nor lovers are meeting,

In any restaurant or bar.

 

And I, the selfish poet:

Did I not often long for this day,

When everything falls silent?

I never thought I’d miss the tumult,

Until it all went away.

 

But the world has become more lonely,

As standing back now is our task.

Familiar faces become anonymous,

With each one hidden behind a mask!

 

Some people are kind and patient,

Others can’t help being mean.

Curtain twitchers can’t wait

When you leave your gate

To say ‘that’s three times you were seen!’

 

This is no childish innocence,

And the distance we cannot deny.

For the floor is molten lava,

In the two metres between you and I!
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I crossed Al Baladeyyah street to reach my office,

just beside the famous paratha store. I craved those

famous frozen Indian parathas, and longed to buy

them - but my time restricted me, as did my pocket. 
I reached my cabinet to find the envelope. It was
the first thing my hands reached out to. But it
wasn't worth the wait. My cheque was for only
950 Saudi Riyals as opposed to the expected 1300
SR. I hurried towards the opposite cabinet,
occupied by my childhood friend. 'Rishab, why
did they cut 350SR from our salaries?'

'Income tax,' he reminded me. and my heart sank in

disappointment. But he didn't seem disheartened -

rather, he seemed happy. Before I could question

him, he started jabbering. 'From next month

onwards, we'll get twice the amount we receive

now.' His eyes widened in enthusiasm as he spoke. I

thought it was one of his usual practical  jokes that I

had never found funny. 'I am not kidding, believe

me!'

When he saw my saddened face, he asked, 'Are you

crazy? You'll be rich soon. What makes you

sad...oh wait! If you're worrying about the

arrangement of documents, then don't be. They'll

just see our birth certificate...' I stopped Rishab

mid-way and said 'Don't make use of it,' and

walked away. 

 

I saw a bouquet on my table, with a note that read

"Congratulations, you'll be rich soon Insha Allah

and then we can make our investment for marriage

soon. I’m so happy for us! Love, Nadia." 

The flowers were beautiful, and yet they horrified

me about my past. I couldn't stand them, and the

next thing I remember is throwing them in the

trash. Nadia was standing behind me as I threw the

bouquet. The sound of her cry made me feel the

void inside me grow bigger in size, so big that I

could cry in my own abysmal distress. 'Nadia, this

is not what it seems...', I tried to explain, but she

closed her cabinet door on my face. 'I can explain,

please', I knocked on her door to no avail. Since I

didn't want to create a scene in the office, I decided

to talk to her later.

I stared at the poster on my computer screen.

NADIA & AHAAN'S RESTAURANT. WE COOK

WITH LOVE. My dream of being a chef seemed so

distant. Nadia and I had been together for 4 years

now. It had been our dream to open up our own

restaurant and get married soon after. But for the

past 4 years, we never had enough money to work

for our dream. Now, it feels unreal. I couldn't tell

Nadia that I can't take advantage of the scheme.

Why? I can't tell you either. 

 

My day didn't go well, except for the lunch break in

which I had Mrs Yasmin's delicious kebabs. There

is something about those Kebabs that uplift my

mood, however bad a day is. I wonder what magic

the kebabs and Indian aloo paratha would do

together, with the green chutney...and ahh! Of

course the desi curd! I could open up an amazing

restaurant with the amalgamation of Arabian and

Indian cuisines, an amalgamation of Nadia and I,

an amalgamation of love...oh Nadia! I need to call

her. 

I got out of my happy fantasy back to reality. It was

8pm when I was waiting at the gate for Nadia since

in my voice note, I had proposed to walk back home

together. But clearly, she didn't turn up. 
 

JEDDAH: MY PRESENT PAST

 

I woke up to the scent of freshly cooked kebabs that

I so wanted to savour. I was drooling on my bed,

rubbing my eyes, wishing that Mrs. Yasmin would

send me a bowl of them just when my alarm started

buzzing. My hand reached out to touch down the

button, wishing it could touch the kebabs as well.

But I put aside the idea for if I didn't cook myself an

omelette, I would be late for office. Oh, this

reminded me that it's our pay day. Finally, I could

buy proper groceries. Oh wait, only after I pay all

my debts. 

 
After a hasty breakfast of just an egg and untoasted

bread, I rushed outside. Just as I was locking my

one-room apartment, Mrs. Yasmin approached 

 from  next door. 'Beta, you're leaving already? I got

you some kebabs for breakfast.' It was so sweet of

the old lady to always send me the most delicious

Mughlai food I could ever find. 'Uhm, thank you so

much, Amma. I am running late for the office, I'll

pack it for lunch.' She handed me the covered steel

bowl.

When he told me about the new scheme for the
refugees, by which the King had granted us
privileges after a lot of demands, my excitement
took wings and flew away. He continued speaking,
'...this means, a villa of our own, double the salary
and other such privileges. The Sheikhs have a lot
of money and this time it has worked well for us.' 

by Manaam 



Not talking to her made a bad day worse. As I

walked back home, it felt as if I was on a broken

boat in an unmoving sea. It was a still boat until a

sudden gust of wind pushed it forward. This was

when I smelt murgh-musallam from Mrs.

Yasmin's door. The aroma had awed me for just a

few seconds when Mr. Ali asked me to share

dinner with them. I greeted Mrs. Yasmin who

proposed to take my office bag to a safer place.

Their house always felt so homely. I could roam

around anywhere as if it was my own home. So I

made my way to the kitchen when the old lady was

rolling chapatis. 'Amma, allow me to make

chapatis today. You rest. Give me 15 minutes

before I serve them on the table.' My stubbornness

made her give in. 

 

My cooking seemed to wow them - Mr. Ali said,

'I've never had such amazing chapattis before.'

I told them that they weren't chapatis; they were in

fact theplas, famous in Gujarat. 'I could imagine

the taste of murgh-musallam with the Gujarati

thepla and realized it would be the best

combination so I just went with it.' I blushed at the

end of my sentence, and Mrs. Yasmin asked for the

recipe. 

 A month passed by, a month of solitude. Nadia

hadn't replied to my texts or picked up any of my

calls. She ignored me in the office. Everything

seemed to be falling  apart. My dream. My love.

My life. Everything until I saw my paycheck,

SR2600. Just as I was about to celebrate my joy,

Rishabh came up to say 'You can thank me later.' 

It took me minutes to realize what just happened.

He enrolled me for the scheme in spite of  my

constant denial. 'I can't believe you just did it...' I

suppressed my voice, trying hard not to shout. 

I went straight to the governing office to

withdraw my name before they handed me a villa

I  believed I did not deserve. They kept me

waiting for 45 minutes before an officer agreed to

converse. Before I could say anything, the Sheikh

dressed in a white Tope began to say, 'Salam

walekum. Mr. Ahaan, if you've come here for

modification in the allotment of your villa

regarding the location that suits you best, then I

am afraid we can't do anything for you. The King

is offering this gift to a thousand refugees. It

would be better to not come up with more

requests. I hope you will understand. If you have

any enquiry further to this, I am here to take

care of it.'

'I do have a request and it is to withdraw my

name from the scheme.'

Shocked, he suggested, 'But consider it a gift

from the King.'

'You're not understanding, I'm not a refugee. I

am an immigrant.'

He gave me a bemused smile . 'But Mr. Ahaan, I

don't understand, why would you return a life

changing gift?' 

I sighed and began my story. 'My father, M.K

Awasthi, was born in Jeddah. After my parents'

marriage in India, he settled down in the state of

U.P. It was the year of clashes between religious

groups there. My family was attacked because

my father had his roots in Jeddah. My mother

had passed away by then. I was only 3 years old

when father and I were rescued by a Muslim

family at a time when we could trust nobody. The

family that rescued us called us to their area,

from where they would usher us to the airport.

Initially, we refrained from believing in them,

afraid it was a tactic to maul us over. But their

car kept waiting for us in disguise. Their driver

safely led us to the airport, from where we took

off and reached Jeddah to start afresh.  We

couldn't even thank them. We didn't have their

contact information or their address to show our

gratitude. Ever since my father’s death, I've been

finding ways to pay his debt to the Muslims for

saving our lives. I can easily take all the money

the King is willing to give me but that would

mean losing another opportunity of paying our

debt. With my honesty of being an immigrant, I

would like to free  us from our debt. So please

withdraw my name from the scheme. If you'll

excuse me sir, allow I must leave now!' 

"Ever since my father’s death, I've

been finding ways to pay his debt to

the Muslims for saving our lives."



I can't tell you what his reaction was. I just asked for

my withdrawal and returned from his office,

satisfied. Even though my one room apartment

wasn't very welcoming, I was content to return,

content because now I had paid our debt of honesty

with honesty. My father could rest in peace now. 

A month passed by. Rishab was no longer in the

same office as me. He had begun his dream job of

being a motor mechanic in a renowned company,

and was living his dreams unlike me. 

I was yawning before

my mundane computer

when I got a text from

Nadia. 'Meet you at Al

Sharafiyah at 9pm

today. Will text you the

full address soon!’. 

I was on cloud nine and

could barely contain my

happiness. 

I took a cab towards the

address. As I

remunerated the driver

and turned back, my

eyes fixated  on a board

that read 'Nahaan's

Restaurant. We cook

with love'.

There were two statues of elephants decked up in

colorful clothes at the threshold. I could read the

sign of ‘Namaste’ hung on the entry door. I felt like

a part of my country was in front of me. It all felt

like a dream; I wanted to swim in my happy tears.

'Oh my God...what is th...' Nadia interrupted me

and took me inside. It was exactly how I pictured it

to be. The seatings were made of jute and wood,

just like those in my  Dada's mansion. My heart

was beating in time with the rhythm of the soft desi

tune playing in the background.

 'I know about your reason for withdrawing your

name from the scheme, don't ask me how! I just

want you to know I am so proud of you. I have

invested all of my savings on our dream

restaurant...

well, you can repay me later, considering the fact

that you'll earn a lot from this Insha Allah. Let's

resign from our office and take this venture

forward. I know it's risky, but it's worth it. I want

to marry you. I want to work with you and I am

sorry for how I acted earlier. I didn't know the

real you then. Now I do, you're truthful; this is

the time for you to be a true dreamer and do this

with me'. 

I didn't have words.

I didn't say 

 anything. My

silence spoke a

thousand words: it

spoke of my

acceptance, and of

my love for Nadia; it

was the voice of the

dreamer within me,

silent. I embraced

Nadia and I was

ready to begin a new

life, without any

debt over me this

time.

 













Plays.



Act 1, scene 1

Inside Rapunzel’s tower, Lady Macbeth is

busy washing her hands while Aurora sleeps

on a bed next to the sink. Rapunzel is

looking out of the window of her tiny room.

Lady Macbeth: Germs germs go away,

come again another day!

Rapunzel (sings): Lady Macbeth wants to

slay.

Lady Macbeth: Even the soaps of

Sanitopia* can’t cleanse my little hands.

Rapunzel: And what about thy unclean

soul?

Lady Macbeth continues washing her hands

rigorously. 

Lady Macbeth: Is that the long-haired

witch I hear here?

Rapunzel: Yes malady (my lady).

Lady Macbeth: Hush! The deceased voice

in my head.

Rapunzel: Corona is not thy Kingdom, so

stop blabbering thy commands.

Lady Macbeth: Oh, I see you (picks up the

dagger), now you’ll see what I can do!

looks like you need a new haircut.

Rapunzel: Dare you touch my hair, I will

throw you out in the open air.

Lady Macbeth:  I request thee (stops

washing her hands and bows down) to keep

me as a captive, don’t expose me to

Corona.

Rapunzel: That’s the plan, be adventurous!

Don’t you want to see the light tonight?

Lady Macbeth (shaking nervously):  What

your mouth speaks, do your ears even hear?

Rapunzel (enthusiastically): You make no

sense and that is why I can’t bear to be

under the same roof as you. Buckle up,

wear your mask and be ready for the party.

Anyways, the sight of thee does infect my

eyes. Also, wear the gloves and keep your

dirty hands away from me...oh you make

my soul weary! 

Lady Macbeth:

No thanks, I would much rather prefer

being here and writing an eulogy for you.

A DAY IN CORONA

by Bhumika Nagpal, Ritika Kumari,

Arohi Shyam Choudhury, Amisha

Nath

Dramatis Personae:

Aurora (mostly sleeping)

Rapunzel (Outspoken)

Lady Macbeth (Bunty in Lifebuoy's ad)



Rapunzel: A life inside these walls is a eulogy in itself.

Aurora wakes up, rubbing her eyes.

Aurora: I would happily die to stay inside these walls.

Lady Macbeth (to Aurora): And avoid Corona.

Rapunzel: Why are you scared of Corona? You are more toxic than it.

Lady Macbeth goes and wears her mask and gloves to hands.

Aurora: You misjudged the place, my girl. Besides, why go out when you can chill at home

and learn something new?

Rapunzel: But the light is outside.

Aurora: But the paints are inside, so create thy own light - no one is stopping you.

Lady Macbeth hands over gloves and masks to Aurora and Rapunzel.

Aurora: Wear your armour let it soak the darkness and be stained by paints and not blood

(Winks at Lady Macbeth).

Lady Macbeth: Oh stop it, you too! Wasn’t this beautiful witch enough?

Rapunzel (rolls her eyes): Seems like I have no other choice. (picks up white and yellow

colours)

Lady Macbeth (panics and screams): Where’s my soap? Did the germs eat my soap? Oh!

I’m finished.

Rapunzel: Stop screaming, Why don’t we all learn something new? Malady, how about we

make a bar of soap?

Lady Macbeth and Rapunzel start working.

Aurora: Oh! what a tiresome day it was. All my energy is drained in teaching these little

girls. Time for a refill.

Aurora goes back to sleep.

THE END.

End Notes

CORONA: Corona is an island kingdom and the birthplace of Rapunzel in the 2010 animated

feature film, Tangled. The word corona (in Latin) means crown.

SANITOPIA: It is a fictional place. A portmanteau of Sanitation and Eutopia.
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In a compendium of satire, sarcasm and irony,   i.e.

the third volume of Gulliver’s Travels - hailed by

Harold Bloom as “properly Swiftian’’(1) - is

delivered Johnathan Swift’s critique of the

palimpsestic development of the new science of the

enlightenment era, in the form of a satire  aptly and

ceremoniously dressed as travel literature. In this

volume, Swift - while traversing regions like Laputa,

the “parody of a Platonic academy”(2), a literal

academy resembling the practical impotence

harboured by the royal society, Glubbdubdrib and

Luggnagg - efficaciously interacts with the twin

concerns that traversed the conceptual vista of early

18th century, symbolised in the division of the axis of

knowledge along two points, namely those of

temporality (knowledge from antiquity and nascent

conceptions of science) and type (natural scientific

philosophy and moral humanistic philosophy). In a

classic play of Swiftian satire, the acolytes and

propagators of the Enlightenment are allegorised in

alien lands and through foreign figures in order to

deliver a   cutting critique of certain enlightenment

views and values, in a primarily neoclassical   and

Augustan frame of mind harboured by Johnathan

Swift.

The zeitgeist of the age Swift was writing in, namely

the age of reason, was an ardent believer in fiction of

‘modern cumulative progress’ which was

underscored by technological and ideological feats in

the evolution of modern sciences. As J.A. Cuddon

puts it, the period was characterised by “a profound

faith in the powers of human reason, devotion, to

clarity of thought, to harmony, proportion and

balance.”(3).   The ‘self’ of modern science was

ironically being created from a distancing of the

‘other’, which was represented by the knowledge

passed on from antiquity, while the former came to

be represented through emerging scientific 
revolutions of thought, and by the likes of Isaac

Newton etc. the latter was seen to be housed in the

field of humanities.

Many monomaniacal criticisms that singularly see

Gulliver’s Travels as a conservative anti-scientific

clarion call, labelling, Swift ‘the enemy of science’

elide over the fact that for people like Swift,

Samuel Johnson, Alexander Pope and many

others, the word ‘science’ is not used in its

modern connotations but refers to an all

encompassing term for knowledge in general. For

Swift, science only refers to all that one can be

absolutely certain about, anything that does not

resemble this certainly to the tee, falls into the

chasm of ‘the arts of prudence’. Hence by

Swiftian understanding, the behaviour exhibited

by the projectors of the Academy at Lagado -

emblematic of London’s own Royal Society -

merely uses the instrument of the sciences i.e.

logical demonstrations but does not resemble the

certainty of the ‘scientific’, and the import is that

these scientists, who are in reality, artists that

belong in the realm of the ‘arts of prudence’, lose

their veracity by aspiring to anything more than

probability and by not using traditional authority

and experience to supplant logical proof. Thus, by

using scientific methods of demonstration, the

projectors try to pass opinions for scientific facts

and in reality are merely imitating the true

scientists and the true science. (4) Their work

product is not applicable and the conjectural

remains of their views and speculations are but

opinions. As Douglas Lane Patey suggests, Swift’s

understanding of the behavioural conduct that

should be appointed by these ‘scientists’ or

natural philosophy emerges from the fact that he

believed that the opinions of the projectors and

their real life counterparts ‘could’ not be factually

verified due to the the limitedness of human

capacity. The scientists’ adoption of scientific

methods of demonstration is merely an aesthetic

call and a facade hiding the reality of opinions

that are being projected as facts.

Gulliver’s Travels: 

A Dissection of the Enlightenment Ethos

by Lakshi Phogat



The flying island of Laputa (its very name may

highlight a prostitution of views, values and

actions), is very much a glorified bourgeois public

space, and was most probably inspired by the great

interest shown in possibility of flying machines, and

is “a kind of science fiction punishment machine,

always ready to crush earthlings who might assert

liberty” (5). The Laputans represent the English of

the reign of George I and reflect the enthusiasm

shown for scientific theorising and music and the

proclivity to relating both, through specious

analogies. Marjorie Nicholson points out that the

Laputans are only concerned with theories, “not

with the application, of both mathematics and

music”(6). It is amply manifest that they stand 

 more susceptible to harming mankind than they

do to aiding it. The wish to extract sunshine from

cucumbers or breed sheep without wool, along with

many others seen at the Academy in Lagado like

the creation of a machine to write books through

random combinations of letters highlight the

impracticability of these endeavours, the likes of

which were also taken up in England.  Through

this display, Swift provides evidence regarding

what happens when the ancient distinction between

the sciences of demonstration and the arts of

prudence is blurred. It is also here that we see

Swift in a slightly feminist light, stating that women

and the vulgar-basically the oppressed proletariat-

are the real learned who lament being stuck on the

island. (However, to see Swift entirely as a

champion of feminist thought, is clearly not

possible because of the myriads of other opinions

he advances towards women).

The value of ‘method’ shown in the template

format which was adopted by English scientists to

contribute papers to the Royal Society, does not go

untouched either, as Swift’s usage of  points and

lines shows the movements of the island, marks the

egregious strain of Swift’s humour while also

underscoring the redundancy and  uselessness of

the methods and actions of the Laputans. Swift’s

masterstroke in his call for harkening back to

antiquity and humanities comes when he ventures

into the realm of education. He is trying to

highlight how the Enlightenment system of

education based on factory line production of

students murders all innovation and imagination,

for the lack of which he has already heavily

critiqued the Laputans. The rejection of previous

authorities in the field of education in order to

bring in experimental science distanced humanist

philosophy of probabilism and placed scientific

philosophy at the forefront. People like Thomas

White had piped in immediately, stating that the

antiques being replaced were more of empiricists

than the moderns. The belittling of humanistic

philosophy by showing it as being inferior to the

modern sciences was particularly detrimental to

originality, innovation, fancy and imagination. The

modern method of education, symbolised in the

academy, was shown to be not so new, at least in

terms of results. A particularly ‘enlightening’

example, mark the irony, is the lack of concern for

geometry in Laputa, which from Aristotelian times

was the “paradigm of demonstrative science” (7).

It is caveat to the enlightenment era English and

their views, as is evidenced in the catastrophic

consequences of such an omission, like the flawed

architecture of Laputa and Balnibarbi. Swift has

produced what Patey eloquently calls the

“catalogue of the arts of prudence”, in which the

Laputans and Balnibarbians fail miserably.

Swift’s cutting references to mistakes in

calculations are a scathing reference to an error in

Newton’s publications made by the printer. The

Laputans believe in many of the implications of

Newtonian science. Newton’s reflections over

planetary motions reflect on how the earth might

fall into the Sun.
The third volume is also relevant in its critique of

enlightenment philosophy as it juxtaposes the

figures and ideals critiqued with figures like the

kin of the king of Laputa and especially Munodi,

who seems to be the only one with any standard of

living and life whatsoever - this not only tells the

reader what should not be done,



Swift also criticises the language and philology of

enlightenment heavily. The third volume of Gulliver’s

travels becomes exceedingly relevant in this respect in

its mockery of contemporary philology.  Douglas

Patey eloquently highlights how the scientists of the

17th century had rejected what Hobbes called

“insignificant speech” - it included scholastic terms

that only gave the appearance of factual answers,

being inherently tautological in nature. The modern

day scientists believed in exploring the real and

primary essence of things (whose unknowability had

previously been highlighted by John Locke). Swift

uses the assertions of the scientists themselves against

them as he unequivocally suggests that with respect to

their new entities and forces the modern day scientists

also function primarily in a frame of speech that does

little to explain. What Patey calls “instances of

modern day dogmatising”(8) is Swift’s point that

since analogy is a cornerstone of reasoning and is

limited to our own bounds of knowledge, the claim to

a complete understanding of nature’s laws must be

untimely, underdeveloped and premature,  and the

explanations drawn for these are, consequently, no

better than old tautological explanations. The

scientists perhaps lay claim to knowledge that is yet

unpossessed by them. Furthermore, the school of

language gives Swift the opportunity to display

humour by jibing at the notions put forth in the Royal

Society by people like Comenius and John Wilkins for

the creation of a universal language, one of the ideas

forwarded was that the name of a thing should

disclose the whole nature of the thing. Swift

hyperbolically treats this issue by eliminating names

altogether and using things. The third novel is replete

with hilarious masterpieces of scenes that constantly

critique what is happening in the enlightenment era

and 17th century Europe.

All this also boils down to a critique of pride and

unlimited, unbounded personal preference,

coupled with a severe want of merit and certainty

to substantiate the preference - this pride leading

to misconceptions is exactly what causes Gulliver

himself to idealise the Struldbruggs who are in

reality the most pitiable creatures. The reversal of

opinions regarding the Struldbruggs is a place

where Gulliver carries the reader along with him

to showcase how things are not what they seem.

And how the ‘new’ (achievement of immortality)

might just be the ‘old’ both literally and

metaphorically. The use of the travelogue method

itself is particularly ingenious in this context as it

takes the reader ‘with’ the narrator to achieve

‘understanding’ in the Lockeian sense through

‘sensations’ and ‘reflections’, making the reader a

“surrogate traveler” who literally and

metaphorically arrives at the desired conclusion. 

 It also allows the reader to  create distance from

the depictions, and hence effectively critique their

own reality.

The journey to Glubbdubdrib is perhaps one of

Gulliver’s most important,  as this sojourn is

where we see Swift’s direct presence and a

masterful juxtaposition of the themes of antiquity

and modernism quite literally with the presence of

necromancy and magical realism. Patey

compulsively highlights how the spirit of Aristotle

has been spared censure and abuse, and presented

in a sort of reversed role, propagating probabilistic

science by advocating, “proceeding upon

conjecture”.  The Moderns claim absolute factual

accuracy and ability to demonstrate through

mathematical principles and projections. In their

claims for certainty the moderns are put in line

with the ancients who also claimed certainty, but

by the benefit of hindsight, can be proved

inaccurate - one such ancient i.e. Aristotle is in a

completely reversed role as he proclaims all new

understandings to be ephemeral and prey to newer

ones that will come in the future. 

but also what should be done. His adherence to

prudence and antiquity, be it in terms of the

architecture of his house, his food, his farms and his

excellence in conversation (as evidenced in his

enquiries regarding Gulliver’s Travels, which were

completely ignored by the King) is delightful to the

reader after witnessing the man-made apocalypse that

seems to reign over Laputa.



This syllogistic analogy, with remarks on Newton (by

the invocation of “Philosophiae naturalist principia

mathematica”), Descartes  among others, is quite

effective as it critiques the enlightenment proclivity of

the modern scientists of claiming a factually certain

status for speculative opinions. The third volume is

instrumental in showing the modern scientists as “old

fashioned scholastic Aristotelians”(9) and portraying

the enlightenment values enshrined in them as

restatements of the values of antiquity.

The Enlightenment critique culminates into a critique

of the modern society of Swift’s era - this critique does

not ameliorate the kingship or modern science, but

highlights the corrupt reality in the enlightenment era

of progress where personal interest has led to history

being polluted along with lineages and  kings who are

so distanced from the plight of their subjects and their

duties so as to not even flinch over massacring them

for their vested interests. The third volume is

monumental in the kind of treatment it advances

towards the issues of kingly examples, modern science,

desire and misconceptions. It highlights furthermore

how Enlightenment methods effectively endeavoured

to pollute states of mind by distancing innovation,

pollute ideals, morals, and virtues. However, the

volume also effectively advances the understanding

that what Swift is critiquing is not science itself, but

the methods used and the resultant subjugation and

disregard of antiquity and humanism that they have

evinced; the same is where the core of his problem

with the era lay.
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